Exclusive Tours

Como Lake & Ferrari challenge

1° DAY: MILAN PIT STOP
Arrival in Milan at 5* Hotel Boscolo or similar, the new face of hospitality par excellence fruit
of that sparkling mix of typically Italian glamour, incredible design and elegance. Transfer from
Hotel to the famous Circuit Race

GP in Monza and return (just 30 min from Milan). In the

pit garages or in the race paddock area the guest can enjoy a fantastic and adrenolytic
Ferrari Tour as a real pilot of F1.

Lunch in a typical restaurant. After lunch sightseeing of Milan and back to hotel.
Dinner by the Naviglio river walking distance from the hotel. Nightlife starts there!

2° DAY – FERRARI CHALLENGE BY COMO LAKE
Arrival to Como Lake on a hot Ferrari, like Ferrari 458 Italia, Ferrari 612 Scaglietti F1, Ferrari
California, Ferrari F430 Spider, and many other models, around the magnificent country roads
of the lake. Arrival to CastaDiva Resort, an 18th century truly luxury resort,
with incomparable comforts, the most exclusive European Resort which is an example of
exclusivity within a beautiful park. Remise-en-form program with a wonderful view of the Lake
Como in the ’CastaDiva Wellness & Spa’ with indoor Pool, Jacuzzi, Finnish Sauna,
Mediterranean Sauna, Turkish Bath, Kneipp Bath, Salt therapy area, Ice Fountain and Drench
Showers. Gourmand dinner overlooking the lake.
Overnight at CastaDiva Resort.

3° DAY –BELLAGIO BY BOAT AND LUGANO
CRAZY SHOPPING
In the morning tour of the wonderful Lake of Como, that offers visitors some of the most
spectacular scenery in the whole of Italy. They can take a private Riva motor-boat from Como
to the pearl of the lake, Bellagio, famous for its luxury hotels, sophisticated shops and Villas;
alternatively they can fly overlooking the lake by a seaplane and have a traditional lunch on a
terrace of a Hotel once an aristocratic villa with a spectacular panorama. In the afternoon crazy
shopping near Como towards the border in Switzerland at FoxTown outlet. Free time in

Lugano for a visit to the city, the lake and surrounding.
On the way back you can enjoy a wonderful dinner at Crotto dei Platani by the Lake.
Overnight at Casta Diva Resort.

4° DAY – TOLCINASCO GOLF COURSE
For golf players a Tee Time scheduled in one of the most exclusive Golf course in
North Italy. Return to Milan for a dinner in a famous Brera area restaurant and
overnight in a 5 * Hotel.

